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abstract

T

he notion of use plays a pivotal role in Agamben’s
thought, since it offers the
keystone to rethink the meaning of life
beyond the ontological and biopolitical
paradigm of the Western tradition. The
notion of use translates the Greek verb
chresthai. The latter does not refer to the
activity of utilizing something which is
carried out by a subject, as the modern
meaning of the term suggests. Rather,
the Greek verb involves a constitutive
polysemy, «acquiring ever different meanings according to the context»1. Above
all, it is crucial to note that the verb chresthai is a middle voice. Hence, in con-

sonance with this verbal diathesis, the
notion of use spells out a process which can be conceived neither as an activity which the subject performs (active
diathesis), nor as a passive occurrence,
which the subject undergoes (passive
diathesis), since rather it is impossible
to distinguish agent and patient, as well
as subject and object2. In the middle,
subject and object constitute themselves
within, and therefore coincide with, the
very taking place of the verb and are therefore affected by it3. The middle voice
expresses «the affection that one receives insofar as one is in relation with something»4. The expression ‘chresthai te
polei’, for example, literally: to make use
of the city, means that both the person
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1 _ Introduction
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The paper analyzes Agamben’s reading of the Stoics’ theory of appropriation, so as to outline
the specific notion of use as form-of-life developed in The Use of Bodies. The paper claims that
the Stoics enable Agamben to rethink the meaning of life beyond the biopolitical paradigm,
thereby offering an account of life in which the latter coincides with its modes of being lived, and
is inseparable from its form. The paper argues that this notion of life involves the coincidence of
modal ontology and ethics and embodies a way of living, whereby one becomes ‘actively affected’
by its form-of-life, in consonance with the medial form of the Greek verb chresthai (to use).
_ Contributo ricevuto su invito il 09/07/2019. Sottoposto a peer review, accettato il 13/08/2019.
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who makes use of the city and the city
itself constitute themselves within this
process of use, thereby being affected by
it5. Hence, as a middle voice, the notion
of use involves first of all ‘the use of oneself’: it spells out a primary form of care
of the self, i.e. a way of living. Reporting
Foucault’s words, Agamben argues that
«it is a question of taking care of oneself
as subject of chresis (with all that word’s
polysemy: subject of actions, behavior,
relationships, attitudes)»6. Accordingly,
the notion of use points to a notion of
life, which cannot be separated from its
form, since what life is expresses and
constitutes itself within a way of living.
Agamben’s concept of use articulates
precisely this inseparability of life from
its form: a form-of-life, which points to a
peculiar way of living.
The purpose of this paper is to analyze Agamben’s reading of the Stoics’
theory of appropriation (oikeiosis), by
focusing specifically on the last work
of the Homo Sacer project, namely The
Use of Bodies, so as to outline the role
that his reading of the Stoics plays in
the development of the notion of use
as form-of-life in this specific work7. I
wish to argue that the Stoic notion of
the use of the body and the theory of
oikeiosis enable Agamben to rethink
the meaning of life beyond the Aristotelian distinction between bios and zoè,
i.e. political and natural life, thereby
deactivating this very distinction, which
characterizes the emergence of biopo-

litics in the Western tradition. For this
purpose, I will develop my argumentation in three sections. In the first, I will
sketch out Agamben’s notion of biopolitics, so as to present the pars destruens
of his project. It is only in light of the
notion of bare life – which characterizes the Western biopolitical paradigm
– that the importance of Agamben’s
reading of the Stoics becomes clear.
Hence, Agamben aims to develop a notion of life which cannot be separated
from its form, i.e. a form-of-life, which
deactivates the mutual implication and
distinction between zoè and bios. In the
second section, I will focus more closely
on Agamben’s reading of the notion of
the use of body parts by animals developed by the Stoics, and in particular by Seneca. In this second section, I
aim to underline that the Stoic theory
of oikeiosis, according to which every
living being is familiar with itself and
its modes of living, enables Agamben
to develop a notion of living being as
use of oneself. In such a way, Agamben
offers an account of life which is always
and already qualified, since it spells out
an immanent performative process, in
which the living being constitutes itself,
and therefore coincides with, its modes of living. In the third section, I will
further explore the coincidence of ontology and ethics that Agamben’s conception of use entails and analyze the
latter as a way of living, which points to
a middle voice enactment.
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2 _ Agamben’s Understanding of Biopolitics the natural fact of living (zoè) and the
qualified and political life (bios) takes
Agamben’s entire philosophical project the shape of an ‘inclusive exclusion’. In
converges on his peculiar notion of bio- other words: the political and qualified
politics8, which is rooted in both the on- life (bios) constitutes itself through the
tological and the political paradigm of exclusion of the natural fact of living:
the Western tradition.
hence, the notion of “bare life” emerges.
The notion of biopolitics has been de- The latter is at the same time excluded
veloped in his project Homo Sacer and from the political and qualified life and
describes the constellation of meaning included within it as its removed foundain which life has been embedded since tion. This pivotal ‘inclusive exclusion’12,
it was first framed within the Western which lies at the core of Agamben’s unpolitical and ontological, i.e. metaphys- derstanding of biopolitics, concerns the
ical paradigm9. According to Agamben, relation between the familiar sphere of
biopolitics is a peculiar Western condi- the oikos and the political sphere of the
tion, which shapes at the same time life, polis as well. As Agamben claims, referlanguage and politics, thereby showing ring to the Aristotelian paradigms:
their interrelation. As Agamben reports,
human lives participate in a community of
the entire Homo Sacer project
started from the observation that the Greeks
did not have a single term to express what
we understand by the word life. They made
use of two semantically and morphologically
distinct terms: zoè, which expressed the simple fact of living common to all living things
(animals, human beings, or gods), and bios,
which signified the form or manner of life
proper to an individual or group10.

This distinction between bios and zoè
– which can be traced back to Aristotle –
is actually the result of the mutual implication between the two terms. It is precisely their mutual implication that gives
rise to something like ‘bare life’11. Hence, the relation and distinction between

zoè [but] are constitutively excluded from the
political community. The slave, for example,
lives in community of life (koinonos zoès;
1260a 40) with the master but not in a political community, and the same can be said for
women. The family is the place that is inhabited by that life, […] [and it is LG] constitutively excluded from political life (or, if you
like, included through its exclusion)13.

Hence, bare life plays a peculiar role
in the Western paradigm, since «bare life
has the unique privilege in Western politics of being that on whose exclusion
the city of men is founded»14. Moreover,
it should be underlined that this inclusive exclusion dynamic first takes shape
within the metaphysical, which is to say
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ontological, paradigm of logos. It concerns an ontological operation – the very
operation which is involved in the Aristotelian ontological definition of the human being as a zoon logon echon. What is
at issue, therefore, is the ontological understanding of the human being as the
animal who has language, which is to say
how the articulation of logos has been
conceived in the metaphysical tradition.
In his early essay Language and Death,
Agamben underlines that the articulation of language has been spelled out
by metaphysical thought according to a
double negativity, meaning a process of
‘inclusive exclusion’15. Hence, through
the notion of ‘Voice’, or gramma, Agamben describes the removal of the natural
phoné, which articulates the transition to
the significant language (logos). In other
words, he describes the inclusion of the
natural voice within the logos as its negative and removed foundation16 – that is
to say, its inclusion in the form of exclusion. This crucial point is made in the
early essay Language and Death:

exclusion, which is involved in the metaphysical account of logos, is further
reflected in the relation between bios
and zoè as well as that between oikos and
polis.
In summary, it can be argued that
Agamben’s notion of ‘bare life’ spells
out the inclusion of the fact of living within political life in terms of its exclusion
from it. In other words, bare life is already involved in political life, as the domestic sphere (oikos) is involved in the
polis, thereby being separated and excluded from it as its removed foundation.
Herein lies the deep connection between
language, life and politics. As Agamben
claims:
The question «How does the living being
have language?» corresponds exactly to the
question «in what way does bare life dwell
in the polis?», The living being has logos by
taking away and conserving its own voice in
it, even as it dwells in the polis, by letting its
own bare life be excluded, as an exception,
within it18.

The attempt to develop a notion of
life that makes it inseparable from its
form responds precisely to the attempt
to deactivate the ‘inclusive exclusion’
relation between bios and zoè, thereby
offering a notion of life which is inseparable from its qualifications. This is
what the expression ‘form-of-life’ aims
Therefore, I suggest that this remo- to articulate through the unity and inseval, i.e. this pivotal dynamic of inclusive parability of the terms. Hence, «by the
The Voice […] is defined through […]
negativity. […] It is in fact identified only
as a removed voice, as a having-been of the
natural phoné, and this removal constitutes
the original articulation in which the passage
from phoné to logos is carried out, from the
living being to language17.
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term form-of-life […] we understand a
life that can never be separated from its
form, a life in which it is never possible
to isolate and keep distinct something
like a bare life»19.

2 _ The Stoic Doctrine of oikeiosis and
the Notion of Use
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self performatively in the very process of
using itself and its body, thereby offering
a concept of the natural fact of living as an
always and already qualified process, which occurs within and therefore coincides
with a mode of living.
To begin with, I would like to stress
the difficulty of translating the Greek
word oikeiosis – which does not correspond to any one term in English, Italian
or German. Appropriation and orientation are the different translations adopted by scholars21. Agamben mostly uses
‘familiarization’ and related terms. The
hypothesis – which Agamben intends to
develop following the work of French
scholar Thomas Bénatouil22 – is that the
Stoic theory of oikeiosis must be understood as a doctrine of the use-of-oneself.
Agamben starts by discussing the passage from Diogenes Laertius which transmits Chrysippus’s thought about the
doctrine of oikeiosis:

In this second section, I wish to analyze
Agamben’s reading of the Stoic theory
of appropriation (oikeiosis) as well as
the connection he draws between this
theory and the notion of use. As already mentioned, an engagement with the
Stoics enables Agamben to sketch out a
meaning of life that makes it inseparable
from its form: a notion of life which cannot be isolated from its modes of being
lived. The Stoics’ theory of oikeiosis spells
out the familiarity of the living being to
itself and to its own constitution, i.e. to its
modes of being. Despite the fact that the
A living thing’s first impulse [hormè] is
Stoics seem to ascribe to the living being
a pre-constituted nature, or innate knowtoward self-preservation, because nature
ledge, Agamben’s reading seeks – on the
from the outset has rendered it familiar to
contrary – to outline that the familiarity
itself [oiekiouses autoi tes physeos ap’arches],
which every living being has with itself
as Chrysippus affirms in the first book of his
and its body is neither something substanwork On Ends; his own words are: «for every
tial nor corresponds to a pre-established
living being the first familiar thing [proton
end, since it rather «coincides entirely
oikeion] is its own constitution [systasin] and
with the use that the living being makes
its awareness [syneidesin] […] of it»23.
20
of itself and its body» . Hence, I wish to
show that through his reading of the StoiAgamben draws attention to the
cs Agamben seeks to develop a notion of translation of the Greek term syneidelife, according to which life constitutes it- sin, which has been usually translated
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as ‘awareness’. He claims, following
Pohlenz, that in the text of Chrysippus
it should probably be read as synaisthesin, ‘con-sensation’ or ‘con-sentiment’24.
According to this suggestion, the proton
oikeion, that which is most familiar to
each living thing, is its own constitution
and the con-sensation of it. According to
Agamben, this familiarity with its own
constitution, as well as the sensation thereof, lies precisely in the use of the body
parts by the animal. For instance, winged animals use their wings by flying and
have a sensation thereof. Agamben aims
to rethink the Stoic theory of oikeiosis
against and beyond both the providential
character of nature and innatism, which
are central tenets of Stoic philosophy.
For this reason, he refers to Lucretius,
who radicalizes the Epicurean critique
of every form of teleologism. Agamben
notes that, according to Lucretius,

between familiarity, self-sensation and
the use of the self. In this letter, Seneca
aims to answer the question “whether
all living beings have sensation of their
constitution” (constitutionis suae sensus). According to Seneca, the sensation
of their constitution (constitutionis suae
sensus) belongs to all living beings, and it
is attested by the confidence, agility and
expertise which animals show in the use
of their bodies. Seneca compares the agility of the animal in using its limbs to the
skillfulness of the workman or the painter26. As Bénatouïl argues, in the Stoic
context ‘use’ spells out the very familiarity of the animal with itself. Therefore,
Seneca neither understands the meaning
of use according to a poietical paradigm
of utilization, nor establishes a hierarchical control of the soul over the body27.
Let us consider the passage by Seneca to
which Agamben refers:

the living being does not make use of its body
parts […] for some one predetermined function, but by entering into relation with them,
it so to speak gropingly finds and invents
their use. The body parts precede their use,
and use precedes and creates their function25.

So all living things have a sensation of their
own constitution [constitutionis suae sensus],
and for that reason can manage their limbs
as readily as they do [membrorum tam expedita tractatio]; nor have we any better proof
that they come into being equipped with this
knowledge [notitia] than the fact that no
animal is clumsy in the use of itself [nullum
animal ad usum sui rude est]28.

Furthermore, Agamben explores the
connection between the theory of oikeiosis and the notion of use-of-oneself. In
order to develop this connection, he
According to Agamben, the use of the
focuses on Seneca’s Moral Letter to Lu- body by the animal is not the proof of
cilius. In particular, he analyzes Letter any form of innate knowledge. Rather,
121. What emerges here is the relation he underlines above all the constitutive
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connection between the ‘use of itself’
(usus sui) and the ‘sensation of one’s own
constitution’ (constitutionis suae sensus).
Agamben claims that the living being
constitutes itself as such in the very process of using itself and its body. The
winged animal, for example, makes use
of the wings and therefore constitutes
itself in, and coincides with, this mode
of living (i.e. flying). The function of the
body parts is no longer a pre-determined and fixed telos, since it rather occurs
– together with the living being which
makes use of it – in the very process of
using. From this perspective, it may be
argued that the living being spells out a
performative process, since it constitutes
itself, occurs and coincides with a mode
of living. As Agamben puts this point:
[The] self—despite the fact that the Stoics
seem at times to preconstitute it in a nature
or an innate knowledge—is therefore not
something substantial or a pre-established
end but coincides entirely with the use that
the living being makes of it (usus sui—which
Seneca also defines as care-of-oneself, cura
mei)29.

In summary, it can be argued that
Agamben’s critical appropriation of the
Stoic theory of oikeiosis brings out a
concept of living being that constitutes
itself perfomatively, since it occurs in,
and coincides with, its modes of living.
From this perspective, the connection
between the Stoic theory of oikeiosis and
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the notion of use offers an account of life
which is inseparable from its form, i.e.
from its mode of being lived. Through
this reading, Agamben outlines an alternative paradigm, one which stands in
contrast to the mutual implication and
distinction between bios and zoè, thereby sketching out a notion of life which is inseparable from its form, «a life in
which it is never possible […] to keep
distinct something like a bare life».30

3 _ Use as a Way of Living
As witnessed by the connection just outlined between usus sui and cura mei, the
notion of use spells out, above all, a form
of care of the self: it embodies a way of
living. In the notion of use ontology and
ethics show their indiscernibility. Thus,
if the living being constitutes itself and
coincides with the use of itself, it is precisely in this way of living – that is, in this
ethos – that ontology and ethics coincide.
In this last section, I first of all wish to
illustrate the indiscernibility of ontology
and ethics belonging to the modal ontology of use; second, I aim to develop an
account of use as the ongoing transformation of one’s way of living, whereby
one learns – according to the diathesis of
the middle voice – to become actively affected by one’s modes of living. What is
at issue, therefore, is the ongoing task of
experiencing within «the life that we live
(vita quam vivimus)»31 – in our actual
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conditions and in «the sum of events
which constitute our biography»32 – «the
life by means of which we live (vita qua
vivimus), that which renders life livable
and gives to it a sense and a form»33.
As already outlined, Stoic philosophy
offers an ontological account of the living being, which does not determine
what life is, thereby pointing to an essence. Rather, according to the Stoics,
a living being coincides with a mode of
living. This account involves a radical
shift that deeply transforms Aristotelian
ontology. Thus, Agamben argues that:
once being is displaced onto the level of
living, essence and existence, potential and
act, material and form are indeterminated
and now refer to one another as ‘living’ and
‘life’, […] as […] ‘living life’ […]. [This paradigm L.G.] had found its first formulation
among the Stoics: «For living is being; but
being life is a certain mode». […] And just as
mode adds nothing to substance and is only
a […] manner of being, so life adds nothing
to living; it is only the form that is generated
in it by living: precisely form-of-life, in which
living and life become indiscernible34.

Paraphrasing Agamben’s reading of
Heidegger, it may be argued that a living
being that constitutes itself in the use of
itself and coincides with it, does not possess an essence, which is indifferent to
its existence or modes of being. Rather,
this living being – as Agamben claims by
referring to Heidegger’s concept of Da-

sein – «is always and already its mode
of being»35. Thus, within the concept of
form-of-life, according to which life is
generated by living and coincides with a
mode of living, a modal ontology is involved36. Also, it is crucial to notice that
a modal ontology shows the constitutive co-belonging of ontology and ethics,
since «the mode in which something is,
the being thus of an entity is a category
that belongs irreducibly to ontology and
to ethics»37. Furthermore, according to
Agamben, the way of living in which ontology and ethics show their coincidence
necessarily involves a «medial»38 enactment, the very middle voice diathesis in
which the verb chresthai is expressed in
the old Greek. At issue here is a way of
living the «life that we live (vita quam vivimus)», meanings, our biographic and
effective conditions, in which we experience the affection that we receive by
our modes of living, thereby becoming
actively affected by it.
I would describe this way of living as
a specific manner of relating to oneself
and to one’s own modes of being. This
way of living involves a transformation
of the relation to one’s own works and
effective conditions, whereby we are no
longer their authors or subjects, and no
longer passively undergo them. The notion of use as an art of living spells out
what I would call a ‘medial’ performative enactment, which can neither be understood as an activity nor conceived as
a passive undergoing. Rather, what is at
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issue here is a performative enactment,
which must be expressed in the middle voice. By analyzing the work of the
French linguist Benveniste39, Agamben
underlines that the middle voice implies
precisely the suspension of the distinction between subject and object as well
as that between agent and patient. In the
middle voice:
[o]n the one hand, the subject who achieves
the action, by the very fact of achieving it,
does not act transitively on an object but
first of all implies and affects himself in the
process; on the other hand, precisely for this
reason, the process presupposes a singular
topology, in which the subject does not stand
over the action but is himself the place of its
occurring40.
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the action of playing, but rather becomes
confident and skillful, since she actively
experiences the affection which she receives by the enactment, thereby «articulating a zone of non-consciousness»45.
It should be argued – with reference to
the Stoic doctrine of oikeiosis – that one
becomes a ‘familiarized’ player precisely
the moment in which one no longer relates to oneself as the owner of the ability to play, but rather constitutes oneself in the affection which one receives
by playing: when one is «in a relation of
use with something to the point of being
able to lose and forget oneself in it»46. As
Agamben claims by referring to the Stoic
theory of oikeiosis:
[I]f the gestures and acts of the animal are
agile and graceful («no animal is at a loss in
the use of itself»), this is because for it no act,
no gesture constitutes a “work” with respect
to which it is posited as the responsible author and conscious creator. It is in this way
that we must conceive of […] the use-of-oneself. Every use is the articulation of a zone of
non-consciousness47.

The middle voice spells out a verbal
occurrence and this means a mode of
living – such as, for instance, speaking,
growing, and enjoining, to quote Benveniste’s examples of medial verbs41 – in
which one is at the same time the agent
and the place of their occurring, since
«one achieves something which is being
achieved in him»42. In the ‘medial’, «one
The use of oneself as a way of living
constitutes oneself in the affection that can be further clarified by considering
one receives»43, so as to become actively other examples related to art and craftaffected by one’s mode of living44. Hen- smanship. As Agamben further writes:
ce, as in the case of playing the piano,
the latter has no other object than the
just like the poet, so the carpenter, the flute
affection, which one receives from and
player, [are not] transcendent title-holders
within the enactment. Moreover, the
of a capacity to act or make: rather, they are
player is not the agent or the subject of
living beings that, in the use and only in the
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use of their own body parts as of the world
that surrounds them, have self-experience
and constitute themselves as using (themselves and the world)48.

The notion of use therefore spells out
an art of living, which requires an ongoing transformation of our relation to
ourselves and to the world. As Agamben
claims, interpreting Paul’s crucial notion
of ‘as not’ (hos me): «a form-of-life is that
which ceaselessly deactivates the conditions it finds itself living in, without negating them, but simply using them»49. This
deactivation does not mean negating the
conditions we live in, and therefore the
life that we live (vita quam vivimus). As
in the case of the dancer, the player, or
the carpenter, what is at issue is not a
renunciation of the life that one lives,
i.e. of the effective condition of being
a dancer, or of the actual artefacts one
produces as a carpenter50. Rather, what
it is at issue here is «the mode in which
each person, in losing himself as subject,
constitutes himself as form-of-life»51,
thereby experiencing «the life by means
of which we live (vita qua vivimus), which gives to [life] a sense and a form»52.
The use of ourselves coincides with the
never-ending task of experiencing within
the life that we live (vita quam vivimus)
the life by means of which we live (vita
qua vivimus), so as to experience within
the effective conditions we live in how
we live them. In other words: «“My”
form-of-life relates not to what I am, but

to how I am what I am»53. The notion of
use points to a transformation of one’s
way of living, whereby one becomes actively affected precisely by the medial character of the form-of-life. As Agamben
claims, «[i]f every body is affected by its
form-of-life, the ethical subject takes responsibility for the mode in which it is
affected»54, thereby taking actively care
of the affection which one receives from
one’s mode of living. In conclusion, it
may be argued that «the ontology of the
how coincides with an ethics»55 and that
it «can be understood only as a medial
ontology»56.
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